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This article verifies 1 to 10-day probabilistic precipitation
forecasts in June, July, and August 2016 from an experi-
mental dual-resolution version of the European Centre for
Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) ensemble pre-
diction system. Five different ensemble combinations were
tested. These comprised subsets of the 51-member oper-
ational ECMWF configuration (18 km grid) and an experi-
mental 201-member lower-resolution configuration (29 km
grid). Themotivation of the dual-resolution ensemble fore-
cast is to trade some higher resolution members against a
larger number of lower resolutionmembers to increase the
overall ensemble size at constant overall computational cost.
Forecasts were verified against precipitation analyses over
Europe. Given substantial systematic errors of precipita-
tion forecasts, both raw and post-processed dual-resolution
ensemble predictions were evaluated. Post-processing con-
sisted of quantile mapping, tested with andwithout an ob-
jectiveweighting of sorted ensemblemembers using closest-
member histogram statistics. Reforecasts and retrospective
precipitation analyses were used as training data. However,
the reforecast ensemble size and the dual-resolution ensem-
ble sizes differed, which motivated the development of a
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novel approach for developing closest-member histogram
statistics for the larger real-time ensemble from the smaller
reforecast ensemble. Results show that the most skillful
combination was generally 40 ensemblemembers from the
operational configuration and 40 from the lower-resolution
ensemble, evaluated by continuous ranked probability score,
Brier Scores at various thresholds, and reliability diagrams.
This conclusion was generally valid with andwithout post-
processing. Reliability was improved by post-processing,
though the improvement of resolution component is not so
clear. The advantages ofmanymembers at higher resolution
was diminished at longer lead times; predictability of smaller
scale features was lost, and there is more benefit from in-
creasing ensemble size to reduce sampling uncertainty. This
paper evaluates only one aspect in deciding on any future en-
semble configuration and other skill related considerations
need to be taken into account.
K E YWORD S
Dual-resolution ensemble, closest-member weighting,
precipitation, post-processing, quantile mapping, verification

1 | INTRODUCTION1

When deciding on the future configuration of an operational ensemble prediction system, it is common to assume that2

some fixed amount of computational resources andwall timewill be available for real-time production. Evaluations3

may then be performed on potential tradeoffs of ensemble size versus resolution to determine a final configuration4

meeting these constraints. Currently, the European Centre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) generates5

51 real-time ensemble predictions twice daily at TCo639 resolution, of approximately 18 km grid spacing, with 916

vertical levels (Haiden et al., 2018). The optimal configuration depends in part on the fidelity of the ensemble predictions,7

which generally improves with each upgrade. Fewermembers might be computed at higher resolution, improving each8

member’s forecast (Buizza, 2010) but with increased sampling variability due to the fewermembers (Buizza and Palmer,9
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1998; Richardson, 2001). Alternatively, a larger ensemble with potentially greater biases for eachmember but with10

reduced sampling variability could be generated. From previous testing, themeteorological community has learned that11

the relative tradeoff of ensemble size and resolutionmay have complex dependencies, changing with the variable of12

interest, themetric used for evaluation (Lei andWhitaker, 2017), the forecast lead time (Ma et al., 2012), and whether13

statistical post-processing was applied or not (Baran et al., 2019).14

The ECMWF2016–2025 Roadmap (https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/what-we-do/strategy) describes the organi-15

zation’s goal to produce some operational ensemble forecasts at 5-km grid spacing by 2025. This hasmotivated ECMWF16

to conduct investigations with dual − resolution ensemble prediction with somemembers at higher resolution (eventu-17

ally 5 km) to exploit the value of high resolution and additional members at lower resolution, to decrease the sampling18

error. Themainmotivation of this dual-resolution configuration is to trade some higher resolutionmembers against a19

larger number of lower resolutionmembers to increase the overall ensemble size at constant overall computational20

cost. Other research is ongoing at ECMWF to determine the potential tradeoffs of such a dual-resolution system. See21

Leutbecher and Ben Bouallègue (in preparation); Baran et al. (2019).22

The research question to be addressed in this article is the relative skill of probabilistic forecasts of precipitation in23

various configurations of a dual-resolution version of the ECMWF ensemble prediction system. Accurate probabilistic24

precipitation forecasts are important tomany customers, including hydrologists. For example, improved precipitation25

guidance for hydrological models can improve flood prediction. This is one of the goals of the EuropeanUnion (EU) 202026

IMPREX (Improving PRedictions andmanagement of hydrological EXtremes; Van den Hurk et al. (2016) project. Hence,27

probabilistic precipitation forecast skill and reliability should be carefully evaluatedwhenmaking decisions on future28

ensemble prediction system configurations.29

Despite themany improvements in numerical weather predictions (NWP) over the last two decades (Buizza and30

Leutbecher, 2015), probabilistic precipitation forecasts are still typically unreliable in part because of limitations31

in the underlying prediction system (Hamill et al., 2017). These limitations include simple sampling variability, but32

also as a lack of spread (Hamill and Colucci, 1998; Buizza, R., 2018) and biases, both location and state dependent.33

For example, (Hamill, 2012) found that light precipitation in operational global ensemble predictions was commonly34

over-forecasted and heavy precipitation under-forecasted. Such biases in precipitation may also change from one35
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season to the next (Hamill, T. M., 2018). For these reasons, statistical post-processing of the output of deterministic36

and ensemble prediction systems is commonly an integral part of the numerical weather prediction process. With37

statistical post-processing, the statistician develops relationships between pastmodel forecasts and observationswhich38

are then used to adjust the real-time forecast. These commonly improve the skill and reliability of the probabilistic39

quantitative precipitation forecasts, or PQPF; (Wilks and Hamill, 2007; Hamill et al., 2008, 2006, 2013; Hamill and40

Whitaker, 2007; Baran andNemoda, 2016; Ben Bouallègue, 2013). Since careful statistical post-processing can add41

greatly to PQPF skill and reliability andmight change the resolution/ensemble size tradeoff, an evaluation of possible42

ensemble configurations would bemore informative if the skill of post-processed PQPFs were also considered.43

The article will thus evaluate PQPF skill and reliability from a dual-resolution ensemble in different configurations,44

both raw and after post-processing. The evaluation will include 24-h PQPFs over Europe from five different dual-45

resolution ensemble combinations and lead times from +1 to +10 days. In this study, each ensemble is calibrated46

separately. Readers interested in optimal combination of multi-model ensembles can refer to Ben Bouallègue et al.47

(2019) and references therein.48

While many precipitation post-processing methods have been proposed in the literature, we choose to use one49

that has been recently demonstrated to perform well in a US-based application (Hamill and Scheuerer, 2018). This50

approach sequentially applies two commonly used post-processing components, quantile mapping (Hopson andWebster,51

2010) and an approach inspired by best −member dressing. (Roulston and Smith, 2003; Fortin et al., 2006; Hamill and52

Scheuerer, 2018). Quantile mapping leverages cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of forecasts and observations53

in a training dataset. The quantile in the CDF associated with a particular forecast amount is determined. The forecast54

amount is then replacedwith the amount associated with the same quantile in the observed/analysed CDF, thereby55

ameliorating amount-dependent bias. Subsequently, each quantile-mappedmember is objectively weighted, and the56

final event probabilities are estimated from the weighted relative frequency. The statistical characteristics of the57

weights are determined from past ensemble forecasts, specifically the frequency of a given sorted, quantile-mapped58

member closest to the observed.59

There are particular challenges associatedwith the statistical post-processing of precipitation. Post-processing60

of other variables such as short-lead temperature forecasts may yield improved probabilistic forecasts when trained61
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with shorter training data sets (Stensrud and Yussouf, 2003; Yussouf and Stensrud, 2007; Hagedorn et al., 2008; Hamill,62

2012). Unfortunately, the successful calibration of heavier precipitation amounts typically requires larger training63

sample sizes. Also, precipitation forecast errors may be strongly location dependent, and because heavier precipitation64

amounts are uncommon, there may be an insufficient number of similarly heavy precipitation forecasts at a given65

location in a short training data set to properly estimate the location-dependent forecast-error characteristics. Two66

possible approaches to help address this problem are the use of supplemental locations (Hamill et al., 2008, 2017; Lerch67

and Baran, 2017) and the use of a longer, more complete time series of reforecasts. With the former approach, at every68

location where calibration is desired, other locations are identified that have similar precipitation climatologies and69

geographic characteristics. The assumption is that the systematic errors will be similar at the original location and at70

the supplemental locations, and thus the training data for the original location can be bolstered by training data at the71

supplemental locations. With the latter approach, the limitations of a short time series of past forecasts is explicitly72

acknowledged. The prediction centre thus generates as many retrospective forecasts as is practical with the same73

model version and ideally the same data assimilation system used to generate the real-time forecasts. This "reforecast"74

procedure has been applied for several model versions of the USNationalWeather Service Global Ensemble Forecast75

System (GEFS) (Hamill et al., 2004, 2006, 2013; Hamill and Whitaker, 2007) and reforecasts are now regenerated76

for each model version in the ECMWF ensemble (Hagedorn, 2008; Vitart et al., 2019). A complication to the use77

of reforecasts with the proposed objective dressing approach is that the ECMWF reforecast ensemble has only 1178

members while the real-time configuration has 51members. Previously, the quantification of dressing statistics (Hamill79

andScheuerer, 2018) assumed that training ensemble size and real-timeensemble sizewere the same. In this application,80

wewill thus discuss a novel algorithmic modification that permits objective estimation of dressing statistics for a larger,81

real-time ensemble to be estimated from training data comprised of a smaller ensemble. That is a secondary goal of this82

paper.83

The article now provides more detail on the specifics of the post-processing technique and the results of an84

evaluation with a dual-resolution ensemble. Section 2 contains the description of the data to be used in the study (2.1 -85

2.3), the calibrationmethodology (2.4), and the verificationmethodologies (2.5). Section 3 provides the evaluation of86

the different dual-resolution ensemble tests with several verification scores and reliability diagrams. Finally, section 487
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contains the discussion and conclusions of this study.88

2 | DATA, CALIBRATION, AND VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY89

2.1 | Reforecast training data90

For the calibration process, we utilise the 11-member reforecasts (1 control forecast and 10 perturbed forecasts) that91

were computed twice weekly (Mondays and Thursdays) covering the JJA 1996-2016 period. Data to +246-h lead were92

utilised here. The 11-member reforecasts were computed for both resolutions of the dual-resolution system, TCo63993

and TCo399 simulating the availability of dual-resolution reforecast training data in a hypothetical future operational94

prediction system.95

2.2 | EFAS gridded precipitation analyses96

The European Flood Awareness System (EFAS; Ntegeka et al. 2013) provided the 24-h gridded accumulated precipita-97

tion validation and training data . The EFAS analysis extended domain database covers Europe and some surrounding98

countries (Figure 1). The data set used contained 24-h accumulated daily precipitation analyses from 06 UTC of a99

given day to 06 UTC of the following day. Data were archived on a Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area projection grid (5100

km grid spacing). The interpolation algorithm from the station observations to the EFAS extended domain grid was101

SPHEREMAP (Willmott et al., 1985), with the spherical adaptation of the interpolation scheme developed by Shepard102

(1968). It is based on a combined distance and angularweighting plus a correction using the gradient of the observations.103

EFAS data were available for years from 1996 to 2016, covering both the training (1996-2015) and validation (2016)104

periods. This data set is used as the observation analysis input to initialise the EFAS hydrological model. The IMPREX105

project has asmain goal to improvemeteorological and hydrological predictions for a better forecast of floods. As a final106

step to achieve this objective, this calibration and the different dual-resolution ensemble configurations will be tested107

as forcings in the EFAS hydrological model and for this reasonwe decided to use the same analysis database. This test108
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will be developed in another scientific article.109

F IGURE 1 Extended EFAS domain, encompassing the verification region (gray shaded area).

For training of the post-processing algorithm, all EFAS grid points were considered, a practical necessity given the110

use of the supplemental locations algorithm. For verification, forecast characteristics were validated only at a smaller111

number (2400) of more trustworthy analysis grid points corresponding to the locations of European SYNOP stations.112

These points are usually used in ECMWF forecast verification (Haiden et al., 2018). Tests using all the grid points were113

also performed, with quite similar verification results (not presented).114

2.3 | Dual-resolution ensemble configurations115

In this examination of dual-resolution ensemble forecast characteristics, two horizontal resolutions of the ECMWF116

Integrated Forecast System (IFS) were examined: TCo639 (∼18 km resolution) and TCo399 (∼29 km resolution). 51117

members were produced at TCo639, and 201members at TCo399, but in the dual-resolution ensemble investigation118

wewill only use the perturbed ensembles (50 and 200 ensembles, respectively) and not the control members. Each119

ensemble system (higher-resolution and lower-resolution) is calibrated separately before setting up the different120

dual-resolution ensemble combinations. Five different dual-ensemble combinations withHH higher-resolution and121

LL lower-resolution perturbed members were tested with the structure HH/LL: 50/0, 40/40, 20/120, 10/160, and122
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0/200, all with similar computational expense. To choose the subsample of each ensemble forecast system to create123

the different dual-ensemble combinations, we select the first HH (from high-resolution) or LL (from low-resolution)124

from the original ensemble members (not from the sorted ones when we apply the weighting step) and we give to125

them the same weight in the dual combination. It means that for the combination 40/40, we will select the first 40126

ensemblemembers from the high-resolution system and the first 40 from the low-resolution one and all 80members127

will contribute equally to the combined dual-resolution ensemble forecast. These ensemble forecast systemswill be128

referred to as the "real-time" ensembles hereafter. Both higher-resolution and lower-resolution ensembles use IFS129

model cycle 41r2, the operational model version during the verification period. All the initial conditions and stochastic130

representation of model uncertainties were the same for both ensemble resolutions; Leutbecher (2018) describes131

further details.132

The real-time dual-resolution ensemble forecasts were generated once daily during the June, July, and August133

(JJA) 2016 period to 246-h lead time (10 days), with all forecasts initialised at 00 UTC. Tomatch the validation data134

periods, discussed below, 24-h accumulated precipitation were calculated from 06 UTC of the corresponding study135

day to the 06UTC of the following day, for example from +6 to +30 h lead time (day +1). This was chosen to coincide136

with the accumulated period for the EFAS precipitation analyses. Both the 2016 dual-resolution simulated operational137

forecast data and the reforecast training data were interpolated to the EFAS horizontal grid, discussed below, before138

the calibration and verification processes, using a nearest-neighbour technique. That is, the forecast value at the EFAS139

grid point is simply obtained by taking the value from the nearest model grid point.140

2.4 | Calibration141

Aschematic providinghigh-level details of the calibrationmethod is presented inFigure2. Eachensemble system (higher-142

resolution and lower-resolution) is calibrated separately before setting up the different dual-resolution ensemble143

combinations. The procedure will be explained as applied to the single-resolution, 51-member real-time ensemble144

forecast system. An identical procedurewas applied to calibrate the lower-resolution ensemble with 201 ensemble145

members. The dashed line on the diagram separates the processing of reforecast data (above the line) from the real-time146
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processing (below the line). We first outline the calibration procedure at a high level of abstraction, followed by a147

detailed description of each component. Much of the algorithmic detail follows that outlined in Hamill and Scheuerer148

(2018).149

The reforecast processing beginswith generationof the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the reforecasts150

and EFAS analyses. Thesewill leverage a precomputed set of supplemental locations that indicatewhat other grid points151

are suitable for increasing the sample size used to estimate the CDFs. With reforecast and analyzed CDFs generated,152

the reforecasts are quantile mapped. These quantile-mapped reforecasts are then compared to the analysed data to153

determine the closest-member histograms.154

The rest of the processing in Figure 2 is performed on the real-time ensemble, and both the perturbed and control155

were calibrated. The 51-member real-time ensemble is quantile mapped using CDFs developed from reforecast and156

EFAS data using supplemental locations. Wewill apply the post-processing to the 51-members ensemble system as157

might be applied in current operations, however only the 50 perturbedmembers will be used to create the experimental158

dual-resolution ensemble combinations. Given the differing sizes of the reforecast and real-time ensembles, the159

11-dimensional closest-member histograms are unsuitable for determining weights to apply to a sorted 51-member160

ensemble and determination of probabilities for 51 intervals between 0 and 1. Estimated 51-dimensional closest-161

member histograms are thus determined through a procedure that involves fitting a Beta distribution. The resulting raw,162

quantile-mapped, and quantile-mapped andweighted ensembles can then each be verified using standardmethods.163
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F IGURE 2 Data and process flow diagram for the quantile mapping and closest-member weighting calibration
procedures. Rectangles denote processing steps; parallelograms represent data stores.

2.4.1 | Quantile mapping164

The statistical adjustment of ensemble forecasts begins with quantile mapping. Assumewe have a raw forecast amount165

x̃ which provides an estimate of the true (unknown) precipitation amount x . Assume we have climatological CDFs166
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Φf (x ) and Φa (x ) for the forecasts and analyses, respectively. Given a precipitation amount, the CDFs return the167

non-exceedance probability q . The inverse function, Φ−1a (q ) is the analysis quantile function, which here returns the168

corresponding analysed amount associated with that quantile. Quantile mapping thus adjusts the forecast to be169

consistent with the analysed CDF:170

ỹ = Φ−1a

[
Φf (x̃ )

]
. (1)

CDFs were needed to perform the quantile mapping. The reforecasts are split into 19 years of training data to populate171

the CDFs (using the nine reforecast dates of the year closest to the Julian day of the reforecast). Then, the remaining172

year of training data is quantile mapped. The procedure is repeated to provide quantile-mapped precipitation amounts173

spanning the 20 years andwe repeat the procedure for each one of the 11 reforecast members separately. These data174

are then used in a second step of the training process, as input for developing closest-member histograms, discussed175

below. Reforecasts and corresponding analyses at 50 unique supplemental locations were used at each EFAS grid176

point to provide extra training data. The CDFswere estimated with a fraction zero, i.e., a fraction of samples with zero177

precipitation, andwith the shapeα and scale β parameters of a fittedGammadistribution for non-zero amounts. At each178

grid point there were thus 20 years × 1member (eachmember is calibrated separately) × 9 dates × 50 supplemental179

locations = 9000 samples used to populate the forecast CDFs for the quantile mapping of each the 11 ensemble180

members, and the same 9 dates to populate the EFAS analysis CDFs. The 50 supplemental locations were selected181

based on the similarities of analysed climatologies and terrain characteristics and different for eachmonth of the year,182

directly following the Hamill and Scheuerer (2018) methodology. Figure 3 provides an example of chosen supplemental183

locations forMadrid (Spain) illustrating how the supplemental locations are chosen tomatch theunderlying precipitation184

climatology characteristics.185
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F IGURE 3 Illustration of supplemental locations (black dots) of a point nearMadrid (Spain, large dot) for themonth
of June. The location for which supplemental locations are desired is indicated by the large black dot. Chosen
supplemental locations are identified by the smaller black dots. Climatological precipitation distribution parameters are
comprised of a fraction zero, i.e., the fraction of samples with zero precipitation, andwith the shape (α ) and scale (β )
parameters of a fitted Gamma distribution for non-zero amounts. Colours on themaps denote the underlying EFAS
24-h precipitation analysis climatology of (a) fraction zero (b) α , and (c) β .
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Quantile mapping was also applied to the real-time ensemble as the first step in the correction of systematic error.186

In this case, the CDFs for the quantile mapping were developed from the full 20 years × 1-member (control forecast)187

× 9 cases × 50 supplemental locations, thus providing 9000 total samples from real-time forecast and EFAS analysis188

precipitation to generate the empirical CDF. This step is only applied to the verification period that corresponds to JJA189

2016 (3months).190

Because of the model’s tendency to over-forecast light precipitation, quantile mapping sometimes adjusted a191

forecast light precipitation amount to zero. Suppose the CDFs indicated an under-forecasting of light precipitation. In192

this case thereweremultiple quantiles ofΦf (x ) that were likely associatedwith zero, andwe face a non-uniqueness193

problemwhen zero precipitation is forecast: Is this representing the 0th percentile of the forecast CDF, or perhaps the194

5th percentile? This problemwas avoided by implementing an ad-hoc rule, such that zero raw forecast amounts were195

retainedwithout quantile mapping.196

2.4.2 | Generating weights to apply to sorted ensemblemembers197

The second corrective step during the training process was applied after the quantile mapping of ensemblemembers.198

Suppose for the moment there was a rational basis to believe that the analysed state was more likely to be near to199

one sorted member than the others. Let’s assume we have a vector of weightsw = [w(1), . . . ,w(m)] associated with200

the sorted members that reflect this likelihood, where (i ) denotes the i th rank. Weighted probabilities can then be201

generated in a straightforward manner. When considering the probability of exceeding the threshold amount t , we202

define an indicator function for the i th sortedmember:203

I (i ) =


0 if ỹ(i ) < t

1 if ỹ(i ) ≥ t .
(2)
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Weighted probabilities of exceeding the amount t are then generated as follows:204

P (x > t ) =
m∑
i=1

I (i )w(i ) . (3)

The question then turns to how to objectively generate weights associated with each sortedmember. A procedure for205

doing so was described in Hamill and Scheuerer (2018) using the previously mentioned closest-member histograms. To206

generate closest-member histograms from reforecasts, after a set of cases of ensemble training data for a particular207

lead time has been quantile mapped, we have an 11-dimensional vector ỹ = [ỹ1, . . . , ỹ11] of estimates of the unknown208

precipitation amount. For the training sample (each date and each grid point), these quantile-mapped ensemble data209

were sorted, ỹs = [ỹ(1), . . . , ỹ(11)] and then compared to the analysed precipitation amount. The rank of the nearest210

sorted member was determined, and the histogram count associated with that was incremented by one. Closest-211

member histogramswere thus generated tallying over thesemany samples which sortedmemberwas closest to the212

analyzed amount. Following Hamill and Scheuerer (2018), separate closest-member histogramswere generated in this213

application for different quantile-mapped ensemble-mean amounts. However, separate histogramswere not estimated214

separately for each grid point; it was assumed that the previous quantile mapping removed any location-dependent215

biases.216

How can one use the 11-dimensional closest-member histograms from reforecasts to estimate weights in a sorted,217

51-member ensemble? Closest-member histograms for a 51-member ensemble can be estimated through the fitting of218

Beta distributions (Wilks, 2011, section 4.4.4). A Beta distribution provides a continuous probability density function219

associated with a quantile q in the range of (0,1). The pdf f (q , α , β ) of the Beta distribution is220

f (q , α , β ) =

(
Γ(α + β )

Γ(α)Γ(β )

)
qα−1(1 − q )β−1; 0 < q < 1; α , β > 0. (4)
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Here α and β are the parameters of the Beta distribution, and Γ(·) is the Gamma function. Parameter estimates α̂ and β̂
are commonly generated from themethod of moments as

α̂ =
q̄2(1 − q̄ )

s2
− q̄ and (5)

β̂ =
α̂(1 − q̄ )

q̄
, (6)

where q̄ and s2 are the samplemean and standard deviation, respectively. Beta distributions have flexible shapes and221

can be fit to resemble the closest-member histograms.222

The procedure for generating closest-member histograms for the real-time, 51-member ensemble was thus as223

follows: (a) fit a Beta distribution to the 11-dimensional closest-member histogram based on the ECMWF reforecast224

training data. (b) Create closest-member histogramweights associated with the largerHH=51-member ensemble by225

integrating theBeta distribution into 51 equally spaced regions spanning 0 to 1. For step (a), samplemeans and variances226

were needed to apply the method of moments to estimate the Beta distribution parameters. Letw11 represent the227

appropriate 11-dimensional closest-histogram vector of weights from the reforecast ensemble based on the quantile-228

mapped ensemble mean. Let’s also denote a vector a that provides the corresponding central value associated with229

each rank in the closest-member histogramwhenmapped to the interval (0,1):230

a = (
a1, . . . , a11

)
=

( 0
11

+
1

2 × 11
, . . . ,

10

11
+

1

2 × 11

)
(7)
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The samplemean q̄ is

q̄ =
11∑
i=1

aiw
11
i , (8)

and the sample variance is calculated from a closest-histogramweighted sum of squared differences from the sample
mean

s2 =
10

11

11∑
i=1

(ai − q̄ )
2 ×w 11

i . (9)

In the second step, the closest-member histogramweights are computed through integration of the fitted Beta231

distribution. Let j indicate the rank in the sorted, 51-member ensemble and the index in the closest-member histogram232

vectorw51. The closest-member histogramweight for this rank was calculated as233

w 51
j =

∫ j /m

(j−1)/m
f (q , α̂ , β̂ )dx . (10)

An example of closest-member histograms and Beta-distribution fits are provided in Figure 4. Panels (a), (b), and234

(c) provide the closest-member histograms for light precipitation, moderate precipitation, and heavier precipitation,235

respectively. Light precipitation was defined as 0.01mm ≤ x̄ < 2.0mm;moderate precipitation was defined as 2.0mm236

≤ x̄ < 6.0mm, and heavy precipitation was defined as 6.0mm ≥ x̄, where x̄was the raw ensemble-mean precipitation237

amount. When ensemble-mean precipitationwas less than 0.01mm, a uniform closest-member histogramwas assumed.238

From Figure 4, we see that when light-mean precipitation was forecast, there was a U-shaped histogram that indicated239

some under-dispersion of the bias-corrected forecasts. When heavier precipitation was forecast, the lower ranks were240
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more heavily weighted; this would have the effect of decreasing heavy-precipitation event probabilities relative to an241

equally weighted ensemble. Panels (a), (b), and (c) also show histograms generated from the integration of the fitted242

Beta distributions into 11 bins. These appear to provide a reasonable estimate of the shape of the original closest-243

member histograms. Figures 4 (d), (e) and (f) then provide an example of the estimated 51-dimensional closest-member244

histograms, illustrating the similar histogram shapes but with finer discretization.245

F IGURE 4 Illustration of estimated 11-dimensional closest-member histograms (red) and histograms from fitted
Beta distributions (blue) for the 14 July 2016 ECMWF reforecast ensemble, +6 to +30 h forecasts. (a) Histograms for
light ensemble-mean precipitation, (b) moderate, and (c) heavy, as defined in the text. Panels (d), (e), and (f) provide
estimates of the closest-member histograms for a 51-member ensemble and for light, moderate, and heavier
precipitation respectively. These histogramswere generated through integration of the fitted Beta distributions into 51
equally spaced bins.

With the 51-dimensional closest-member histograms generated from the training data, the statistical adjustment246

of the real-time forecasts proceeded. Note that the calculation of the closest-member histogramwas developed for247
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the 51-member ensemble (high-resolution) and 201-member ensemble (low resolution) system, thus before the dual-248

resolution combinationswere built. Then, each real-time ensemblememberwill beweighted based on its corresponding249

ensemble system closest-member histogram (51 or 201), before extracting the number of ensembles that we need250

to create each dual combination. Theweights could be different if the closest-member histograms are built for each251

dual-resolution combination (for instance, considering 40members fromHH and 40 from LL), and this could be a topic252

for further research.253

Real-time forecastswere quantile-mapped using reforecast-basedCDFs (equation 1). Based on the ensemble-mean254

precipitation amount, the appropriate closest-member histogramwas selected. Now, for the re-weight ensemble, we255

will use the the quantile-mapped ensemble for a particular lead time and grid point and the associated 51-dimensional256

closest-member histogram. The procedure to be applied to adjust the quantile-mappedmembers again leverages the257

machinery of quantile mapping, using it to perform a stretching of the original ensemble so that members are more258

equally likely in their statistical character.259

For the procedure here to adjust the quantile-mappedmembers to have characteristics more like equally likely260

members, Φf (x ) and will no longer represent a CDF of past forecasts. Instead, it now depicts a distribution for a261

particular grid point fitted to today’s quantile-mapped under the assumption that all members are given equal weight.262

Similarly, Φa (x ) now depicts a distribution for a particular grid point fitted to today’s quantile-mapped and closest-263

histogramweighted ensemble.264

The procedure for estimating the fitted distributions for the prior (quantile-mapped) and posterior (quantile265

mapped and weighted) are functionally equivalent. In the latter case, weights in the procedure are supplied by the266

closest-member histograms. In the former, weights are constant, 1/51. Fraction zero and positive precipitation will be267

separately processed, following Hamill and Scheuerer (2018) procedure.268

With the fraction zero and gamma-distribution parameters separately estimated for quantile-mapped unweighted269

and weighted ensembles, we have fitted Φf (x ) and Φa (x ) and the original ensemble of quantile-mapped values. The270

secondmapping procedure is now applied.271

In the limit of infinite training data, the quantile mapping should produce a climatological distribution of the fore-272

casts that is identical to the climatological distribution of the analyses provided the real-time forecasts are consistent273
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with the reforecasts. The weighting introduced in this second step discussed in this section can in principle deteriorate274

the climatological distribution of the quantile mapped forecasts. It will be an important question for future research to275

examine whether this is a limitation of themethod in practical applications.276

2.5 | Verificationmethods277

Verification procedures were applied to the predefined dual-resolution ensemble combinations and considering 3 types278

of calibration: raw (no calibration), quantile mapped (QM), and quantile mapped combinedwith a weighting using the279

closest-member histogrammethodology (QM+W). The verification period covers 3months (JJA) in 2016 andwe focus280

on 24-h precipitation forecasts. All the verification scores are computed from lead time day +1 (+6 to +30 h) to day +10281

(+222 to +246 h) lead times with 2-days step, but only relevant results will be shown in the next section.282

The Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS;Matheson andWinkler 1976; Unger 1985) is the first measure283

used to evaluate the overall quality of PQPFs. The CRPSmeasures the integrated squared difference between the CDF284

of the ensemble forecasts and the corresponding CDF of the observations. The CRPS is sensitive to calibration and285

sharpness (Gneiting et al., 2014). We plot the results as rawCRPS values and CRPS differences between all the dual-286

resolution combinations (raw and calibrated) and the reference current ensemble operational configuration without287

applying any calibration (raw 50/0 combination). This shows howmuch improvement or degradation is obtained from288

different combinations of dual-resolution ensembles and post-processing.289

Similar results were also calculated using the Brier Score (BS; Brier 1950; Wilks 2011). This score is the mean-290

squared error of the probability forecasts over the verification sample (binary) for a specific threshold of a specific291

variable (in our case, 24-h accumulated precipitation). We evaluated three different precipitation thresholds: ≥0.1 mm,292

≥5 mm and ≥10 mm. The BS can be decomposed into reliability, resolution, and uncertainty components (Murphy,293

1973). Wewill examine the BS resolution component of the forecast for the different precipitation thresholds. The294

CRPS corresponds to the integral of the BS over all possible thresholds. Additionally, reliability diagrams are provided295

for selected thresholds and different lead times.296

Looking at the aggregated verification scores over Europe, one can concludewhether, on average, one ensemble297
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combination or a type of calibration improves probabilistic forecast performance. However, this does not take into298

account the potential spatial distribution of these improvements, and the user might wonder if in some areas there299

may be a degradation. Hence, the differences of the mean CRPS at each verification point was also determined for300

different ensemble dual combinations and calibrationmethods, compared to the raw 50/0 as a reference. Following301

Baran et al. (2019), a Diebold-Mariano test (DM; Diebold andMariano 2002) was also applied at each verification point302

separately. This test of equal predictive performance compares the errors of the different ensemble forecasts and takes303

into account their temporal dependencies. We apply the test in its factor one version (the factor applied to each forecast304

error) but we acknowledge that other versions of the test can lead to different results. Moreover, confidence intervals305

associated with CRPS and Brier Score differences are obtained with the help of 2000 block bootstrap samples using the306

stationary bootstrap schemewithmean block length according to Politis and Romano (1994) and following the same307

approach as Baran et al. (2019).308

3 | VERIFICATION OF DUAL-RESOLUTION ENSEMBLES309

3.1 | Case study310

We start with a case study to visually illustrate the typical effect of statistical post-processing on precipitation ensemble311

forecasts. Figure 5a shows the EFAS precipitation analysis for July 2016, while panels (b), (c), and (d) present the +126 h312

(day +5) probability of precipitation greater than 0.1mmderived from the raw, QM, andQM+Wensembles, respectively.313

High-intensity precipitation is visible over part of Central Europe in Figure 5(a) . In the case of the raw probabilistic314

forecast (Figure 5b), a large red area indicating probabilities near 100% covers most of Central and Northern Europe.315

After QM (Figure 5c), a decrease in the area covered by high probabilities is observed. QM+W further reduced the316

geographic extent of high probabilities (Figure 5d). The reduction of high probabilities, except in areas of consistently317

high precipitation across ensemblemembers, is a characteristic of theQM+Wpost-processingmethod.318
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F IGURE 5 Example of verifying precipitation analysis and associated probabilistic forecasts. (a) Verifying EFAS
precipitation analysis for the 06 UTC 14 July 2016. Corresponding day +5 probability forecast of precipitation greater
0.1mm from (b) the raw 50-member ECMWF ensemble, (c) theQM50-member ensemble, and (d) theQM+W
ensemble.

3.2 | Domain-averaged verification319

We now consider CRPS results for different configurations of the dual-resolution ensemble ( Figure 6). Results are320

presented in terms of CRPS for all investigated dual-resolution combinations (Figure 6a, b, and c) and in terms of CRPS321
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differences with respect to the raw 50/0 ensemble, (CRPS raw 50/0 - CRPSHH/LL), where again HH is the number of322

higher-resolutionmembers and LL is the number of lower-resolutionmembers (Figure 6d, e, and f). In the former case,323

the lower the better, while in the later case, the higher the better.324

At short lead times (up to day +5), the 40/40 ensemble is the most skillful combination, followed by the 50/0325

ensemble (Figure 6a and d). At longer lead times, CRPS for the raw forecasts have similar values for all combinations326

except 50/0. Figures 6b and 6c show that all ensemble combinations benefit from post-processing (QMorQM+W), in327

particular at short lead times, andwithmore positive significant changes with the second technique (QM+W).328

The skill improvement when applying QM with respect to the raw 50/0 forecasts is shown in Figure 6e. Note329

the difference in the scale of the y-axis with respect to panel (d). In this configuration, the 40/40 ensemble is also the330

most skillful combination across all lead times. The difference is significant up to day 5 but at longer lead times all QM331

calibrated combinations have comparable skill.332

Figure 6(f) shows differences in skill with respect to the raw 50/0 ensemble when applying QM+W. Comparing333

panels (e) and (f) (note different scaling of the y-axis), we see that QM+W further improves the forecast performance,334

though differences are small at long lead times. In that case, themean CRPS differences between all the combinations335

are small, which is consistent with results in Baran et al. (2019).336
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F IGURE 6 Top panels: CRPS as a function of the forecast lead time for all investigated dual-resolution combinations
for (a) raw andQM, (b) raw andQM+W, and (c) QM andQM+W forecasts. Bottom panels: CRPS differences with
respect to the raw 50/0 forecasts (the higher the better) for (d) the raw ensemble combination, (e) QMdual-resolution
ensembles, and (f) QM+Wensembles. 95% confidence intervals are indicated by vertical bars.

Figure7 showsBrier scoredifferences for all the investigatedensemble configurations anddifferent post-processing337

approaches. For a given configuration HH/LL, results are presented in the form (BS raw 50/0 - BS HH/LL), with positive338

differences indicating a forecast improvement with respect to the 50-member higher-resolution ensemble. As in the339

results for the CRPS (Fig. 6), the 40/40 combination appears to be either the best or among the best dual-resolution340

configurations. The 40/40 ensemble clearly outperforms the other configurations when focusing on high-intensity341

events and short lead times. Similarly to the CRPS results, the differences between the different dual-resolution342

combinations decrease with QM calibration and evenmore so with theQM+Wcalibration.343
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F IGURE 7 Brier score differences for the dual-resolution ensemble configurations as a function of the forecast lead
time, presented in the form BS raw 50/0 - BS HH/LL (the higher the value the better). Rows indicate the event threshold
(0.1 mm, 5mm, and 10mm, from top to bottom) and vertical bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Columns indicate
the type of calibration (raw ensembles, QM ensembles, andQM+Wensembles, from left to right).

Figure 8 provides reliability diagrams for the 50/0 and 40/40 combinations focusing on 3 different lead times344

(rows) and 3 different thresholds (columns). Similar results are obtainedwith other combinations (not show). Indeed,345
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we see that changing the dual resolution configuration from 50/0 to 40/40 has little impact on the reliability curves.346

Reliability is more strongly affected by post-processing. The lack of reliability of the raw ensemble is evident at short347

lead times and very low precipitation thresholds (Figure 8a). Figures 8 (a) and (d) show the substantial impact of QM348

on light precipitation, with especially pronounced positive effect on the reliability at day +1. QM+Wprovides further349

improvement in terms of reliability wich is consistent with results in Hamill and Scheuerer 2018. At longer lead time,350

the raw ensemble aremuch better calibrated and post-processing has therefore less of an impact. The limited sample351

size due to the short verification period explains the increased noise of the reliability curves at long lead times and for352

high precipitation thresholds (Figures 8 h and i).353
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F IGURE 8 Reliability diagrams for different lead times (rows) and for different event thresholds (columns): day +1,
+5, and +10 forecasts (from top to bottom) and threshodls ≥0.1mm, ≥5mm, and ≥10mm (from left to right). Blue
colour corresponds to results for the raw ensemble forecast, red is for theQM forecast, and orange for theQM+W
forecast. Continuous lines indicate results for the 50/0 dual-resolution ensemble combination while dashed lines
indicate results for the 40/40 ensemble. Bottom right subplots show the frequency of forecast falling in each of the
probability category for the 50/0 combination only.

To complement the reliability diagrams, we present results in terms of BS resolution component. Figure 9 shows BS354

resolution (the higher the better) for lead times of day +1 (first row), day +5 (second row), and day +10 (third row), and355

for different precipitation thresholds: ≥0.1 mm (first column), ≥5mm (second column) and ≥10mm (third column).356

While reliability is improved after post-processing for all investigated event thresholds and lead times (Figure 8 ), the357
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impact of post-processing on the forecast resolution is less univocal: we see a large improvement with QM andQM+W358

at day 1 for low-intensity events, some improvement with QM at day 5, but a degradation with bothQM andQM+Wat359

day 10. Wewould expect that post-processing would retain (or improve) the resolution of the raw forecast. This is not360

achieved here which suggests that theremay be room for improvement of the weighting post-processingmethod.361

It is also interesting to note that BS resolution as a function of the ensemble configuration shows a peak (maximum)362

for the 40/40 combination for nearly all thresholds and lead times. This is an indication that the superiority of the 40/40363

combination (seen in Figures 6 and 7) originates from an increased forecast information content.364
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F IGURE 9 Brier score resolution component (the higher the better) as a function of the dual-resolution ensemble
combination for different lead times. Rows indicate the forecast lead time, with day +1, day +5, and day +10 (from top to
bottom). Each column corresponds to a different threshold: ≥0.1mm, ≥5mm, and ≥10mm (from left to right). Blue
colour corresponds to the raw ensemble forecast, red to theQM forecast, and orange to theQM+W forecast.
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3.3 | Spatial variation of CRPS365

Wenow investigate the following question: are there any spatial pattern of improvement or degradation associated366

with the results presented so far? To answer this question, we consider the geographical distribution of the PQPF367

performance differences and their significance for different ensemble configurations and post-processing approaches.368

Weevaluate the statistical significance of CRPS differences at each verification point using the DM test with a p-value369

threshold of 0.05.370

Figure 10 shows a spatial representation of local CRPS differences and their significance for day +1 (left) and day371

+10 (right). The area shown on themap is a zoom of the study area, covering 90% of the verification points. Stations372

with statistically not-significant differences are represented with small dots, while stations with statistically significant373

differences with larger triangles. The symbol colour indicates the value of themean CRPS differences at the station374

level: bluish colours indicate an improvement while reddish colours indicate a degradationwith respect to the reference375

(the raw 50/0 operational ensemble). Large CRPS differences (deep blue or deep red) are not always associatedwith376

statistical significance, because themean differencemay be affected by outliers.377

Top panels in Figure 10 show the differences between the raw 50/0 and 40/40 configurations. From visual inspec-378

tion, we do not see any specific pattern in the differences between both raw combinations at day +1. At day +10, local379

improvements and degradations of the performance aremore balanced and some pattern is observed: the raw 50/0380

ensemble outperforms the 40/40 combination over coastal andmountainous areas (as for example along the Atlantic381

coast and over the Alps) while the 40/40 combination improves the forecast significantly over continental areas over382

Northern and Central Europe.383

Middle and bottom panels in Figures 10 show the differences between the raw operational forecast and both types384

of calibration, QM andQM+W, respectively. The dominant blue colours indicate that post-processing improves the385

skill of the forecast. At day 1, an improvement with statistical significance is registered over thewhole area of study.386

At day +10 large areas with degradation are observedmostly over Eastern EuropewithQM (Figure 10d) andmostly387

overWestern EuropewithQM+W (Figure 10f). At day +10, the positive impact of post-processing is identified over388

coastal areas in Northern Europe andmountainous areas over Central Europe, matching the areas where the 40/40389
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combination shows less skill than the operational ensemble.390
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F IGURE 10 Spatial distribution of mean CRPS differences for lead times of day +1 (left) and day +10 (right). The
first row presents themean CRPS of raw 50/0minus the CRPS of the raw 40/40 combination. The second row presents
themean CRPS of the raw 50/0 compared toQM50/0. The third row presents themean CRPS of the raw 50/0
compared toQM+W50/0. Large triangles indicate stations that are statistically significant different and smaller dots
indicate stations that are not.
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4 | CONCLUSION391

This paper explores the skill and reliability of probabilistic quantitative precipitation forecasts (PQPFs) over Europe for392

various dual-resolution ensemble combinations. The evaluation is performed for raw ensemble forecasts but also for393

statistically post-processed forecasts with (a) quantile mapping and (b) quantile mapping combinedwith an objective394

weighting of the sorted ensemble members. Five different combinations of HH higher-resolution members and LL395

lower-resolution, which have equal computational cost, are tested. The intent is to determine: (a) whether combinations396

of lower- and higher-resolution ensemble provide improved PQPFswith respect to a single-resolution ensemble, and397

(b) whether the optimal combination was notably different after post-processing. This paper, which focuses on 24 h398

precipitation, complements other studies on the probabilistic skill of dual-resolution ensemble forecasts (Leutbecher399

and Ben Bouallègue, in preparation) and the statistical post-processing of 2m temperature dual-resolution ensemble400

forecasts (Baran et al., 2019).401

The post-processingmethodology applied here follows Hamill and Scheuerer (2018): a quantile mapping with the402

use of supplemental locations to increase the training sample size. In addition, closest-member histogram statistics is403

used for an objective re-weighting of a sorted ensemblemembers PQPF. Themethodology as applied here provided404

some novel aspects. In particular, training data are supplied by reforecasts. Since the reforecasts have a different405

ensemble size (11 members) than the real-time forecasts considered, e.g., 51 higher-resolution members, closest-406

member histogram statistics from the 11-member reforecasts cannot be directly used for the objective re-weighting of407

the 51-member real-time ensemble. This problem is addressed by fitting a Beta distribution to the closest-member408

histogram.409

Regarding the impact of post-processing, verification results reveal similar conclusions to previous studies. As410

Hamill and Scheuerer (2018) concluded, the primary ensemble forecast deficiency corrected by quantile mapping is411

the over-prediction of light precipitation amounts, especially at very short lead times. On the other hand, the primary412

deficiency of forecasts of heavier amounts is overconfidence and it is addressed through the closest-histogram rank413

weighting. Reliability is improved at all lead times and precipitation thresholds, in particular at short lead times and414

low thresholds. However, and this is a new result, forecast resolution is decreased by the calibration process at longer415
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lead times. This could be explained by a suboptimal choice of supplemental locations in some mountainous or low416

precipitation areas because of the absence of grid points with similar orographic characteristics and/or precipitation417

climatology. In addition, the weighting stepmight undo some of the benefits of the quantile mapping. Whether this is an418

actual issue for the longer lead times remains to be investigated in future work.419

Moreover, post-processing is applied to higher and the lower resolution ensembles separately. Dual-resolution420

ensemblewould further benefit from an optimal combination of (calibrated) ensembles, which can be achieved following421

for example Ben Bouallègue et al. (2019).422

Regarding the dual-resolution ensemble performance, the best dual-resolution ensemble, among the ones tested423

in this study, is a balance between both resolution ensembles, namely the 40/40 combination. At short lead times,424

the second best is the ensemble with 50 higher-resolution members which corresponds to the current operational425

configuration. At longer lead times, the difference in performance is small between ensemble with large number of426

members. These results are in line with the findings in Leutbecher and Ben Bouallègue (in preparation) but illustrate427

how the positive impact of higher-resolutionmembers vanishes more rapidly in the case of precipitation forecasts than428

in the case of 2 m temperature forecasts. The interpretation of these results is that higher-resolution forecasts are429

more valuable at short lead times where predictable features are better resolved with the higher-resolution system. At430

longer lead times, the predictability of the small scale features is lost and sampling error dominates, which favour larger431

ensembles.432

Regarding the dual-resolution ensemble performance after post-processing, results presented in this paper confirm433

the conclusion of Baran et al. (2019). Post-processing techniques, in particular quantile mapping combined with a434

memberweighting, strongly reduces the differences in the skill between all the dual ensemble configurations. This could435

imply that the choice of the ensemble configuration, that is the balance between horizontal resolution/ensemble size,436

might be less important for users making decision based on calibrated forecasts than for the ones using raw forecasts.437

The evaluation presented in this paper provides some guidance on the skill of different ensemble configurations.438

However, a multitude of applications and other skill-related considerations, together with technical and practical439

aspects all need to be taken into account when deciding on any operational configuration. Future work will address440

these other considerations. As we discussed at the beginning of the article, this will include the evaluation of the441
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different dual-resolution ensemble configurations in the EFAS hydrological model and exploring the benefits of each442

calibration process in small and large catchments for different seasons (summer and autumn)443
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